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PERSONAL PROFILE
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With a baggage of 10 years as a developer, I have built my self as a strong developer who
enjoy working with the most trending technologies.
This experience, is giving me an openmind view very important in business and crew
relationships.
I’m currentlly looking for a new job challenge opportunity where continue developing my skills,
and learning day by day.
Online extended profile: www.re.vu/Alex-trebolle
KEY SKILLS:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
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I have excellent communication skills coupled with the ability to work under preassure.
Enthusiasm surrounding current and emerging web technologies.
Ability to prioritize and multitask while maintaining a high quality of work with a deadline.
Creative problem solver with outstanding attention to detail.
Demonstrate initiative and positive work attitude.
Hard worker, quick learner, and able to work in a team-based development environment.
Native Spanish, fluent English and medium French and Portuguese make feel very
comfortable in bussines trips.

WEB DEVELOPER SKILLS
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What have I been doing during this time?
- 7 years of website experience with html,css,js and CMS.
- 2 of then intensively building bespoke hybrid mobile apps (over 100)
- last 4 years building dynamic web interfaces with angular.js and servers with node.js.
During my carrear I have developed these skills:
v Proficient developing Hybrid Mobile aplications for IOS, Android & FirefoxOS devices.
Experience with the most comun Javascript libraries to develop webapps: jQuery UI,
jQuery Mobile, JQTouch, Zepto, Raphael and Iscroll and Angular.js.
Knowledge of PhoneGap (Cordoba) framework to create mobile aplications for IOS,
Android, Blackberry and Windows Phone from a webapp.
v Strong hand-coding CSS3 and HTML5.
Able to take Photoshop mockups and create working HTML templates.
Experience with emerging standards & technologies such as HTML5 and CSS3, incluiding
Sass and Jade preprocessed languages.
Used of Responsive Design to adapt design to diferent media and device sizes.
v Experience in JavaScript (including jQuery and MVC Angular.js).
Able to integrate HTML and Javascript code into the web application architecture.
Developed of RIA websites and console dashboards.
Expecience working with Graps and metric using svg elements, and D3.js.
Html5 canvas games using pharse.js

v Knowledge of server side JavaScript with Node.js.
Experience developing of node.js web server, and REST API services.
Node.js and grunt.js enviroment and development tools.
Real time comunications over websockets.
v Strong with database technologies like Mongo, MySQL, Sqlite and ACCES.
v Knowledge of public commun APIs as: Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter, and Github.
v Expericen working with Agile methodologies, Scrum, Continuos Integration, TDD, Unit test,
e2e test (selenium).
v Proficient CMS managing, expecially Wordpress.
Strong experience in develop wordpress themes and customize existing plugins.
Able to install, admin, manage and customize a huge range of CMS.
v Excellent understanding of cross-browser/cross-platform compatibility issues.
v Following and working in a W3C standards.
v Experience working with,revision control and source code management as GIT, SVN and
Mercurial.
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EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
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2014, Senior Mobile and Front End developer at Santander Bank (BOSTON,US)
Developing different interactive tools to the colleagues in the branches to improve their
daily working procedures. Some of the projects were:
CRM: to keep track of the clients, offer them products, set alerts, notes…
Payments Manager: manage wires and money transfer between clients.
NAO: app to open accounts, for new or current clients.
All of this were responsive webapps, built with angular.js and cosuming API services.
2013, Senior Mobile and Front End developer at FH 25 & ZED (Madrid,Spain)
Zed Holding Companies is one the biggest international Spanish Company, formed by
Pyro Studios, Ilion Animation Studios, U-Tad university...
Here I was working on R&D in two mainly projects, developing:
-Web and mobile Dashboard interface to consume a bespoke API to develop cloud
games and apps(some of then to clients as Chillingo and Zepto labs).
-Web and mobile Dashboard interface to display Big Data graphs and stadistics.
But also develop several pocs of mobile apps to test our API, building node.js servers and
cloud tools.Here I improved my knowledge of angular.js, node.js and d3.js.
2012, Senior Mobile and Front End developer at Adesis (Madrid,Spain)
My experience here was working as a front developer, on website and intranets to some
of the biggest spanish companies as Repsol, BBVA,Mapfre… using mobile interfaces.
Working always in the technology edge, I learned some the most trending websites
technologies, as jade, sass and twitter bootstrap, selenium e2e test…
But especially Angular.js from Gonzalo Ruiz de Villa, one of the Angular.js project
commiters, and server side js, with node.js technology, grunt.js, yeoman, bower…

2011, Hybrid Mobile Apps Developer at CONCISE Media Design (London,UK)
My my job was a mix of code and customer side.
Developing bespoke apps mainly for ipads (over 100), using JavaScript libraries with
CSS3 and HTML5, and going on site to the life events where the apps will be used, to
dealing with last minute client changes.
2010, Front End Developer at GEMIN-I (London,UK)
As my first job in London, I joined Gemini-I to developed a Wordpress theme for one of
his charity projects as volunteer. It was a complex theme where I used CSS3, HTML5,
PHP and Java Scripts doing the frontend and backend of the project.
2007-2010, Web and Magazines Freelance Designer (Valladolid,SPAIN)
When I was thirteen I made my first web with composer. Now and I have a long
experience with cms like drupal, joomla, forophpbb, zencart.. and especially wordpress.
I can manage: CSS3, HTML5, PHP, Java Scripts (Jquery, JQuery Mobile..) and Flash.
I was also the layout designer of the magazine “Articulo 20” during two years, working
with Quark, and Photoshop.
As the same time I was working in CAMPRUVA during the mornings.
2007-2010, Networks and Systems administration at CAMPRUVA (Valladolid,SPAIN)
I was the responsible of the correct work on of the computers, and built the network
(Windows and Linux servers) of our three offices to share staff and work online.
Managing the databases of the programs and develop new software for our requirements.
Aswell I was the responsable of email marketing and develop internal/external websites.
2006, Intership in Microsoft Research Mobility Centre (Valladolid,SPAIN)
My employment in Microsoft was in an IT consulting team, like informatic support. giving
to the consultants tools to increase their job and manage the clients database.
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EDUCATION & QUALIFICATIONS
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Startup Engineering ( Stanford University by Coursera )
MongoDB for node.js developers ( MongoDB Inc )
Marketing course. ( CVE )
Master in Web Design ( CVE )
Process Mangement course ( Zitec Enterprise )
Certificated course of PHP ( Nuteca Enterprise )
Bachelor Degree of Electronic Engineering ,at the University of Valladolid

Others
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I enjoy attending to conferences, to keep me update and share experiences. In the last years I
have been at: Mediterranean API Day, GameMe5, Firefox OS Official Workshop, SPAINJS 2013,
Google Developers Group DevFest 2013…
Also I am usually at every conference of the meetup group HTML5 Spain.
As like videogames and html5, I have join the official Nintendo WiiU developers, to test some of
my games on their platform.
Keep in contact at :atreliz@gmail.com

